
How ecoAgra™ Works

How ecoAgra™ Bio Plant Wash Works
The micro-scale size of these cleansing molecules allows them to enter the plant cells of the leaves, 
which causes an accelerated increase in photosynthesis. As a consequence, this allows the plant to feed 
better, the plant grows healthier, stronger, promotes a healthier root growth and produces larger yields.

ecoAgra™ contains sodium, which is an extremely efficient transporter of nutrients. (Sodium is a cation, 
which encourages and stimulates the movement of fertilizers and other nutrients from the soil into plant 
itself through its root system.)  By spray washing plants you are cleaning the plant leaves, and clean plant 
leaves enhances photosynthesis, which increases a plants ability to fight pests and disease. 

When applied to bare root stock before planting, or saturating the root structure when in place, stimulates 
new growth and development. It dissolves NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potash) from the roots, 
thereby enhancing nutrient uptake.

Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis is the process by which plants utilize sunlight to produce sugar. Sugar forms the basis for 
starches, cellulose, waxes, carbohydrates, oils and protein that are the building blocks for plant growth.
The leaf is crammed full of photosynthetic cells. 

During photosynthesis, leaves use water and release oxygen. Plants and trees, after being sprayed with 
Plant Wash, experience an accelerated level of photosynthesis. This is believed due to the tiny size of the 
particles, which allows them to penetrate the plant’s leaves, improving photosynthesis. As a benefit, the 
plant grows more rapidly, is healthier, stronger, more productive and better able to resist disease. The 
leaf traps energy from sunlight and stores it as sugars and starch.

The Root of the Matter
It begins with electro-magnetic action in the roots. When a seed germinates, it produces an embryonic 
root that grows into the soil. As the root grows, it produces hair and lateral roots. Within the root, the inner 
cells absorb water and nutrients from the root to the shoot and from the shoot to the root. This process is 
called “Cation Exchange.” Bio Plant Wash excites and enlarges this “cation exchange capacity.”
Flow from the shoot to the root is achieved by loading sugars produced in the leaves into the phloem. The 
sugar-laden solution moves downward to the root.

micro-Colloidal Stimulation of the Root Structure
When applied to bare root stock before planting, or saturating the root structure when in place, micro-
colloidal solutions act to stimulate new growth and development. They dissolve NPK from the roots, 
thereby enhancing nutrient uptake into the plant. Nutrient uptake is expedited from the inclusion of sodium 
within the micro-colloidal formulation.

Sodium is a cation, which is an atom or group of atoms carrying a positive electron charge. The positive 
charge results because there are more protons than electrons in the cation. The negatively charged 
anions are attracted to the positive sodium cation. They attach themselves and hitch a ride into the plant. 
In other words, micro-colloidal solutions are sodium transporters conveying nourishment directly into the 
plant. The reason for this improved nutrient effect is the miniscule size of the molecules, which allows 
them to enter the plant cells (in the leaves), where the sugar factory is located. This causes a maximized 
increase in photosynthesis, which is the basis for the starches, cellulose, waxes, carbohydrates, oils, and 
protein that are the building blocks for all plant growth.


